
Plunder monetary system
The biggest lie

Disclaimer

➔ If you think that the current chaos is the consequence of the incompetence of the representatives of
the people, facing a world that has become too complex and that they are the eternal victims of our
quarrelsome minds,

➔ If you think, that they all make the same mistakes, is the fruit of ‘no-chance’ or of a hypothetical 
belonging to the same International of the Cuckolds,

➔ If you think that 'beautiful' promises are always forgotten for lack of memory,

➔ If you think they were legitimately elected,

➔ If you think Senator Carter Glass, remarked that “With a gun a man can rob a bank, with a bank a
man can rob the world”, was just a joke,

➔ If you think taxpayers are paying for weapons, warships and fighter planes,

➔ If you think that because Daffy Duck talks, all ducks talk,

Don’t Read this Document!
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How to rule the world ?

Money, loan, trade, taxes,

Wars, looting crimes and a hint of energy…

“It’s not taxes that pay the public expenses, but a 
money ex-nihilo, created by a simple writing 
through loans. Taxes and money are crowd control 
weapons…”

If you understand that,
everything become clear…
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The Triptych
of the

money submission

Loan Distribution

Taxes Diffusion

Usury Destruction
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Loan, from Latin 'credere' believe
• Confidence, esteem, consideration that someone or something enjoys,
• Provision of a sum of money or property to a trusted third party 

against a promise of repayment,
• In accounting, something that contributes to an enrichment.

Taxes,
• A pecuniary and definitive mandatory provision, in exchange for services to be rendered to a 

community,
• In a representative democracy, a citizen's choice authorizing a State to deduct in legal currency(1), 

a part of the wealth, in order to provide for public expenses,
• Historically, taxes have always coexisted with looting practices.

Money
• A political concept of a social nature, a tool of trust, practical and easily diffused,
• An invariable intermediary in the valuation of exchanges that allows transactions to be carried 

out without the need for exchange with another good or service,
• It must be a fluid between production and consumption, and not a commodity, a reserve currency 

that is stored for speculation or use,
• As a commodity, it cannot have any other value than the one imposed by those who control it, 

just like its underlying standard.

Standard (ex. gold)
•     - Monetary reference system that allows countries to make their currency freely convertible 

into a common standard quantity (gold, silver, copper, etc...) and vice versa,
•     - The money, attached to this concept, is called reference value money or fiduciary.
•     - It is used in the balance of international trade through the Hume mechanism(2) .
•     - It is an instrument that is supposed to limit the money supply(3) to the quantity of standard 

held by a state, contributing to the reduction of corruption and inflation,
•     - In reality, it is a smokescreen because it is necessarily manipulated by those who control the 

dominant currency, to conceal ex-nihilo money creation(6).

       
(1) Legal money→the set, of coins and bills, authorized in a currency area. 

By abuse of language some call it the Central Money.
(2) Hume's mechanism→trade balance deficit decreases the quantity of Standard, depreciates the 

currency, increases interest rates, which attract foreign investors who create the previously 
imported wealth, re-balancing the trade balance deficit.

(3) Monetary mass→the aggregate of means of payment in a money market, M1 + M2 + M3.
(4)  Money creation→the act of creating money, by order of a government or through loan.
(5)  Inflation→a general and sustained increase in prices. One cause is the increase in the monetary 

base (legal money + scriptural) without a counterpart of real labor or Standard, leading to an 
imbalance in real demand. It is the direct consequence of the hiding of money creation.
Inflation is the enantiomorphic projection of devaluation.

(6)  Ex-nihilo→from the Latin "nothing," we speak of monetary creation out of nothing, i.e., with no
counterpart and no value.

BankRun → In the case of concurrent cash withdrawals, since the banks only have a maximum of 3% 
of legal money, the default of one would provoke a general movement of cash 
withdrawals of all the other banks, which would quickly explode the system.

Révolution → The fact of starting from a point and returning to this starting point.
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The bad and the Good

Because people need to exchange and the main tool is money, it is fundamental to define an adapted 
monetary system.

Actual plundering monetary system based on usury and inflation

Monetary system based on interest, inflation free and capital spreading

Graphs were generated by our open source “Money supply Simulator “ software.
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Some historical examples of figures
with a State Bank and a sovereign money
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These historical facts give us the evidences that when a nation choose a state banking system based on 
sovereign money, with preferential interest rates or not, because fixed by the state in a public interest, 
nations are abundant and fair and their citizens healthy.

On the other hand, when the monetary system of a nation is managed by private banks having control of 
its currency, facts necessarily falling under the crime of counterfeiting aggravated by that of undermining 
public security, nations collapses.

Moreover, when this plundering system stops, naturally, the nation, resumes its normal development, if it 
is not too late, and becomes abundant and equitable again.

Of course, it is no coincidence that a group of private bankers can create a nation's currency and impose 
its rules on it, because this is not described by any laws or constitutional norms. It is completely illegal 
however tolerated by all Governments, regardless of their political orientations !

This is only the result of the weakness of 'decision-makers of the nation’, traitors to their word and 
traitors to their homeland, who have been corrupted or manipulated by blackmail, by these same bankers.

It’s an transnational criminal conspiracy

Regarding the comparative explanation of the 2 graphs above, corresponding, one to a plundering  
monetary system and the other to a fair system, the important points are as following :

Graph n°1
►No correlation between money creation and real work, as a result the inflation rise,
►No limitation to increase exchanges through the ex-nihilo monetary creation
►Potential of corruption rise (QE line), because it represent the monetary creation out of real work,

This system have a indefinitely needs of new loans, it’s the last loan who pay the interest of the last one, 
and if loans stop as since 2008, it’s the controlled collapsing of this system.

Graph n°2
►Correlation between money creation and real work, monetary inflation fall theoretically to Zero.
►No limitation to increase and also to decrease the level of exchanges.
►Potential corruption represented by the QE line, stay theoretically at Zero.

So, why choosing the wrong model ?
Why persisting in this choice for centuries?

Why the “elites” change nothing ?

Ask the question is to answer it

Explanations...
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1 - Truth if I lie !

Money has always been a tool of exchange,  materialized,
and this is its intrinsic  default, for 10,000 years, through a
fiduciary object, from the Latin fiducia, 'trust'. 

In  Economics,  a  fiduciary  money  is  a  currency
interchangeable with a quantity of reference Standard, itself
having  a  'trust'  value  that  can  only  be  that  which  the
dominant money maker imposes..

The double big lie begins here,
it will be consummated at Bretton Woods

and digested in 72’ with the Executive Order 11615 of Nixon.

Money is a political concept materialized by a legal entity whose has a social value.

However, History, by the way, which represents 0.003%, in years, of the human being, shows that money
has always been a tool of domination imposed on people, and those who create it are also those who
corrupt, destroy people and waste the resources of the planet.

At a time when the international Dollar is disappearing and City and Wall Street bankers start to impose
a new globalized system whose master builder is the World Bank, the SDR (Special Drawing Right) the
virtual crypto-currency,  the  IMF (International  Monetary Fund) the distributor  and the  BIS (Bank of
International Settlements) the manager, the whole system being controlled by private actors,
a few explanations are necessary...

An economic plundering system have always a deadline, so its creation, its stop as well as the definition
and the starting of the next one, will thus have to be indistinguishable parts of the strategy.
The transition from one to the other will be carried out, by an umpteenth stammering of History, in a
planned chaos.

And when the people start to understand the deceit or the system becomes bloodless,
the time has come to reset the clocks in blood.

This is the Western Hegelian vision of the dialectic.
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In  March  1989,  two  electro-chemists,  Pons and
Fleischmann, by reacting Deuterium gas on a Palladium
probe,  at  room temperature  and  atmospheric  pressure,
confirmed the reality of  cold fusion, fusion by electron
fission. A unitary gain of about 600% is obtained!

This discovery, which will change our lives, will never 
enter the academic field, to take the time to control a
birth industry, but also to reap the last profits of Oil Era
before hiding evidences of the betrayal in a wide conflict.

https://interestingengineering.com/science/accidental-power-trip-leads-scientists-to-discover-new-way-of-generating-hydrogen
https://www.naturalnews.com/041450_free_energy_water_splitting_hydrogen_fuel.html

It will be the new energy of the 2nd industrial revolution after the oil one. The manicheists talk about the 
Great Reset, in fact, the same antics as in the 19th century, when Rock Oil compagny then Standard Oil 
of New Jersey of Rockefeller, took control of 80% of the oil production, before imposed to the world it 
new energy, ended the coal era by the destroying of its industries...

This ‘new’ hydrogenated energy, cheap, may be free,
will remain, for the people, mysterious, technological, rare,

and paying...

A looting monetary system is a mass destruction weapon to plunder real work by destroying the monetary
mass, which INEVITABLY leads to financial crisis due to lack of liquidity, crisis that are the entry point 
to reset the whole economic system, mainly through wars, to enter the new one...

But let's get back to the subject and also the problem, the BIS, located in Basel.
On the tourist guides,  Basel is the cultural capital of  Switzerland, but also a
historical city of  Judaism because the first  world Zionist congress was held
there, constituting the foundation of Israel, on the other hand, nothing about the
BIS? 

For those who don’t know, its the skyscraper of the city, its also the worldwide
mafia headquarters of the monetary system.  “Promote the world currency and
financial stability (instability) through international cooperation (read mafia)”.

That's for the official motto, even if, without being teasing, there would be a
slight  cousin-hood  between  wanting  to  “promote  the  world  currency...” and
trampling on the sovereignty of nations…

Created by the major private central banks, themselves created by the major private retail banks, it is first
a bank, an international institution ?! and also the most important clearing house.
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Its history is dice murky...

The BIS was created in 1930 at the
international conference of La Hague by
"Great Humanists", Hjalmar Schacht of
the Reichsbank, Benjamin Strong of JP
Morgan, on behalf of the FED, Montaigu
Normal, Bank of England and Charles
Rist for the Bank of France, all of them
representatives of private banks.

In 1926,  4  years  before  the Monetary Department  creation,  “the  great  minds,  often  anticipating  the
opposition of the petty”, its Bank was that of Lev David Bronstein, better known as Leon Davidovich
Trotsky, then, later, of the also popular Adolf Hitler, who, to add to his credit, did not change his name to
perpetuate his crimes.

Between 1933 and 1945, the BIS board of directors was composed of Walther Funk, a Nazi official, 
Emil Puhl, responsible for processing the dental gold looted from the victims of the concentration camps, 
Hermann Schmitz, director of IG Farben, and Baron von Schroeder, owner of the JH Stein Bank,.

All of who were convicted of war crimes and crimes against humanity…

Definitely “Great Humanists”

In 1946, at  the  Nuremberg trial, translation of  “Hill  of New Rome”?!  the allegory of the  City of
Londinium, trial, after 20 years of efficient but disloyal services and 2 years after the  Bretton Woods
conference had wisely “...recommended the liquidation of the bank as soon as possible”, she was found
guilty of killing Americans with (German) weapons that they had paid for.

Logically, in 1946, BIS was condemned to disappear.

However, involved in other human trafficking adventures, its board of directors, not the judge!? decided
to dissolve it and immediately 're-solve' it.

Today, above the law and taxes, its members, private bankers, have the status of diplomats!?
and still do anything…

Responsible, but not guilty, says the absurd sophism
In fact, not even responsible.
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2 - Origin of the money

For more than 2.5 million years, humans, social
animals, have been organized in groups.

Contrary to what History teaches us,
communities were abundant, non-discriminatory
and cooperative.

The question of leaders naturally arose, because it is necessary for a group to be able
to centralize actions, and therefore power.

The honors of power are then balanced by relative poverty.
No one can become materially rich in the exercise of power.

Over the time, some families prospered more than others, and minorities emerged.
In this context, about 10,000 years ago, the first states appeared, density of social and ritual exchanges
increased; then the first metallic money will appeared.

In the first exchanges, it is not the proto-currencies that appear in the form of reference commodities nor 
animals, nor barter, but the accounting of debts, outside of any physical money.

Trust is what makes the system work!

The writings are engraved on tablets stored near the markets.

Each product and service is valued according to a predefined scale.

School and writing were born,
but also metrology to measure,

and judges to arbitrate conflicts.
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Around 6000 B.C., many clay tablets, modifiable
as long as they are wet, were discovered in
Mesopotamia, among the Sumerians.

T  he sustainability of the system is then based on 3 pillars  

1. The choice of fair criteria to define the scale and value of products and services,

2. Purchases and sales are the result of real and useful work based on the use of raw materials and 
energy,

3. Money does not have a reserve function, it cannot be a product that is stored or with which one 
speculates or gets rich through usury.

Wealth belongs to those who create it,
it is not possible to access it without work,

it is a real economy based on confidence

But times are 'modernizing',
and imbalances are redrawn.
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3 – World Disorder

Two tactics one strategy

About  700 years  BC, the precious metals, gold, silver,
bronze and copper are clothed with a strong symbolism
and  are  tools  of  confidence  in  the  internationals
exchanges.

To increase his wealth,  King Giges of Lydia,  decide to
create his own money.

The first coins appear

Then, the coins will contain less and less precious metal.

Trimming is the first metrological modification.

Then multi-metalism appears, the money mass increase without counterpart of real work, and because
the market value of a currency is inversely proportional to its money mass, inflation too.

Money becomes a commodity,
Each caste tries to impose its own,

the desire to get richer increases

Money will then replace the accounting of debts as soon as people have accumulated enough money to
lend...with interests.

Usury loan appears

Two tactics are used...
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Trivial tactics

• Before the departure of the soldiers for the wars of conquest
the ruling caste paid them with the new money,

• To obtain food and equipment, the soldiers impose this 
money,

• The territories conquered, taxes are created, payable in the 
new money,

• As everyone must have this new money for the payment of
taxes, under penalty, the money is accepted by all and spreads
rapidly.

The ruling caste can thus buy goods and services without working, make its own money, while recovering
part of it through taxes, and thus keep the people in a perpetual race for money, which will soon become,
in an inversion of the life, the need to satisfy vital needs.

Thus were built empires...

Goldsmiths' tactics

The Middle Ages began at the end of the 5th century with the departure of Romulus Augustus, the last 
Western Roman emperor. Large territories had to be reconquered.

The  establishment  of  new powerful  states  favors  the  development  of  trade,  mainly  financed  by the
Venetians,  Lombards (Italy),  Sephardic (Iberian)  and  Ashkenazi Jews from the  Ottoman Empire,
whom lead international companies.

At the end of the 15th century, it's the Renaissance, the financiers(*) of the 'Great Discoveries' of the end of
the Middle Ages have considerably developed their fortune by plundering the gold of the “New World”
and impose it as an international currency (as a currency not as a Standard).

They became the financiers of the great princes.

(*) They will regroup from 1694 in the sovereign state of the City, the same year as the creation of the Bank of England,
then in Wall Street in 1792, 5 months after the creation of the Bank of New York which will become in 1913 the FED.
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1598, it is the end of the religious wars and the Renaissance.

After 40 years of bloodshed that spared no country in Western
Europe, France recover peace with the Edict of Nantes. 

With the peace, the trade develops quickly again, the gold
becomes very appreciated.

• In the 17th century, faced with the risks of transporting
precious metals for trade, the merchants of London and Stockholm entrusted them to the 
Goldsmiths, traders in precious metals, in exchange for a certificate of deposit in their name, 
allowing them to recover the goods at any time in exchange for payment of a sum for the service 
rendered.

• Noting that merchants were leaving their precious metals in their vaults, the Goldsmiths decided to
use them to develop their own trade, and rather than lend these precious metals to merchants 
wishing to expand, they issued false, non-nominative paper certificates (banknotes).

• Merchants are getting used to using this payment in their exchanges.

• When the merchants repay the debt, they return the certificates which are destroyed by the 
Goldsmiths, monetary destruction, and pay an interest, the usury.

• The goldsmiths then printed more certificates than precious metals entrusted to them, creating 
money from nothing, being able to enrich themselves by the loans granted, but also by the use of 
this new means, which they made themselves, for their personal expenses, the monetization of 
expenses.

As long as the borrowers and depositors do not come 
at the same time, request the exchange of the certificates,

the trick can continue(*).

Goldsmiths become the first bankers, after the trial of the Roman Empire (of Rome), the first banknotes 
are used, they can thus, without working, plunder a real job in exchange of a worthless piece of paper.

In 1609, the Bank of Amsterdam is created by the dominant bankers, prefiguring the central banks.
Its receipts circulate in the trade as a bank money...ex-nihilo and worthless.

Nowadays the gold of the goldsmiths are the banknotes,
their receipts, the scriptural money

Thus were built empires.
(*) nowadays banks have only 3%, at most, of central money.
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As a result

With more and more wealth, bankers buy less and as money has a reserve value, it is stored.

Large volumes of money are no longer available to finance the real economy, in favor of a virtual 
economy of speculation and wear and tear.

Sectoral inflation increases as a result of the decrease in money supply and the relative increase in real 
demand, “bubbles” are created and implode due to lack of liquidity, the primary cause of financial crisis.

So the 'modernization' of the economy continues,
new connivance laws are passed, by bankers, for bankers,
to delay a bit more the inevitable implosion of the system

Hiding crimes, in a chaos.

In February 1637, in the Netherlands, after many years of speculation, the price of tulip bulbs 
collapsed, causing the first financial crisis and the ruin of many actors

and the wealth of others...

Then, 1720, 1788, 1792, 1797, 1819, 1825, 1836, 1847, 1857, 1866, 1873, 1882, 1890, 1893, 1907, 1929 
(last crisis with fixed reference currency), 1973, 1974, 1979 1998, 2000, 2008, etc...2022?
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4 - Bombshell

July 1694, a new page of gangsterism is turned

On 27 July  1694,  the  Bank of  England was  founded  by a  group of
private merchants from the City, controlled by the  Bauer Family better
known under the false name Rothschild, who, for having lent £1,200,000
to King William III of Orange (*) , obtained in exchange the monopoly
to create the Kingdom's currency.

The sovereign state of the City was proclaimed in 1984,
followed by Washington DC (1791) and the Vatican (1929).

The Bank of England becomes the first central bank
allowed to create a legal tender.

In the 18th century, during the Western revolutions, a new political order was established.
It was based on the parliamentary representative system, in order to be able to better assault the political 
power.

The great privatization of public assets has begun!

The bankers, having taken over the nations,
Opened central banks as needed..

They are granted through corruption and
malice,

the monopoly of money creation
and lending to states.

(*) William III of Orange, House of Orange, belonged to the League of Augsburg and was King of England in 1689.
Today, Orangemen are found in the top political circle in Canada.
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5 – About Money

There are 2 types of money, the legal   money  ,  

• Bills and coins created on the order of a State by a national
bank, for the benefit of a public economy, necessarily a
nationalized bank.
By mistake or deception, economists speak of “Central Money”.

scriptural money,(the previous one is call “legal”   so   this is illegal),  

• Created by a retail bank when lending (99%) or by a private central bank (1%). It is a simple set of
entries in an accounting system.
It is called money, but cannot be a money, based on articles L111-1, L121-2, L121-3. L141-5 of 
the french monetary law, for example, because is an acknowledgments of debt, a IOU.

In the Western monetary system, the scriptural money is a gigantic spoliation of communities forced to 
exchange real work for NOTHING!

This money is illegal and Illegitimate, because against the public interest of the republic (Res Publica), it 
is nevertheless still 'tolerated' by the Governments of connivance. It is an expansionist currency.

However, whatever the illegitimate laws to control communities by debt, the banks will always be 
mechanically obliged to possess assets at least equal to the potential competing 'cash' withdrawals.

But, as legal money represents, at most 1% of the banks' assets, and all the banks are linked through Inter-
Bank Market, they are all in a situation of bankruptcy, none of them being able to withstand a wave of 
withdrawals, despite the idealistic propaganda of the rating agencies.

And if we decided to withdraw cash at the same time, the whole banking system would collapse in a few 
days.

Unable to print new money in the emergency,
the banks will declare themselves bankrupt,

there will be a moratorium on debts.

As accounts are just promises of repayment,
they will disappear, as well as loans, provoking a salvation revolt.
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Regularly, to avoid the premature explosion of an unstable and voluntarily disruptive system, thousands
of billions of dollars must be injected in emergency.

Then, like  Lehman Brothers, some financial institutions will be sacrificed (not the
bankers) on the altar of unabashed money creation, so that the  rogue  Governments,
authorize the Central Banks to produce the necessary sums, and never sufficient, to bail
out the Banker Brothers.

T he debit of those new loans, thus registered on the account of the people, brutal austerity measures will
be adopted to make the citizens pay for their criminality.

And if the Governments initiate Guarantee Funds, that are totally undervalued and do not correspond to 
any reality, it is to better conceal their high betrayal.

Today, nobody believes in a fiduciary currency anymore, it is a coercive currency, which is used to pay 
taxes for fear of reprisals.

But from whom ?
• Bankers ? Not strong enough, too slow, too stupid
• Ministerial officers ? Too fat, too stupid!
• The army ? Too weak

then whom ???

The Police, holder of the “legitimate violence”, at the orders of a rogue State(*),
becoming illegitimate violence.

“Si les policiers n'étaient pas bêtes, ils ne seraient pas des policiers.” Charles De Gaulle said.

Since the XXth century, we have been
subjected to the takeover of all vital and

strategic companies with fake money

And the criminal complicity
of States and many public institutions.

It is a real war declaration to the people, by taking control of vital public assets for the benefit of few 
private bankers !

(*) we can also mention the Mass Media, as dangerous for brains.
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6 – About bank accounts

Bank accounts are characterized by a number of 
‘account units’.

They are not money, but an promise of repayment (IOU)
from the bank to its client, which could be non-
refundable because banks are private companies..

If they are called, euro, dollars or other, it is only to indicate the conversion unit and to conceal the 
appropriation of real work in exchange of a promise to pay...
It is only when a debit is made that these units of account are converted into currency.

When a customer makes a cash withdrawal, the bills are taken from the bank's stock and as legal money 
is part of its assets, this impoverishes it.

On the other hand, when a deposit is made, the bank credits the account with the corresponding units of 
account, i.e., enters this acknowledgment of debt to the credit of its client's account, the bank thus 
becomes the owner of the banknotes, which enriches it by increasing its assets.

And because the “client” gives part of his works through money to the bank, he is not a “client” but a 
Supplier!

During a transaction, there are 3 cases:

1. If the bank of the buyer belongs to the same Group as the seller's bank, it debits and credits the 
accounts by a simple set of entries,

2. If the buyer's bank does not belong to the same Group, but to the same Federation, it will ask to be
paid from the account of its pseudo-competitor, opened at the central bank of the Federation, by 
also a simple set of entries. Equivalent to the first case, but more discreet.

3. Otherwise, because the seller's bank knows that its competitor, like it, is selling noting else than an
IOU, it will ask to be paid directly from its competitor's account, necessarily opened in a central 
bank, which has the assets.

In any case, after 2.5 exchanges
the money will be recaptured by the bankers.
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7 – About central banks

It’s the smoke gun of the system, The BIG LIE !

It is also the cornerstone of the programmed destruction
of states in favor of global governance.

In democracies, banks are logically nationalized, 
because they hold the currency of a nation, in the 
exclusive service of the functioning of its economy.

However, in the Western "democracies", the private 
central banks have always replaced the National Banks.

Historically, they were defined so that "virtuous" private bankers would prevent the States, which were 
decreed, by themselves, irresponsible, from spending taxpayers' money without measure.

In fact, central banks were created by the retail banks. They are governed, for most of them, by the private
Federal Reserve of America (FED), and operated by the also privately BIS, which was created, as we 
have seen, by the FED, the ReichsBank/DeutscheBank, the Bank of England, and the Bank of France.

In summarize, banks that have been created by others, who themselves are at the origin of the previous 
ones!? That's why they all share the same legal form “sui generis”, literally, which has its own kind, a 
type that cannot be compared to anything else, in short words , a type without type .

Welcome into the empire of lie

And because States pass collusion laws, the central banks (or the rogue state) give the illusion that it is the
State that creates the money of the nation, whereas it is the retail banks that hold this privilege 100%, with
the loans.

Central banks create less than 1% of the monetary mass, the “legal” tender.

Notwithstanding the out-of-control, Vatican bank, 6 central banks are controlled by the FED (or vice 
versa), Bank of England, ECB, Bank of Japan, Swiss National Bank, Bank of Canada, Bank of New 
Zealand, representing 99% of commercial offer. 

One bank for trafficking
and the other for businesses.
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8 – About clearing rooms

It goes on and on...

Because retail banks use a worthless and illegal currency (IOU), they trade with each other via their
account containing the real assets, opened in central banks, it is the inter-bank marketplace.

At  the end of each day, a balance sheet of the exchanges is drawn up by discreet banks, the clearing
rooms, or money launderers room in French.

The public discovered one of them with the “Clearstream” scandal of the eponymous bank.

Technically, rather strategically, the clearing houses, regularize and extort.

In fact, they re-balance the accounts of commercial banks by adding fictitious assets in counterpart of
expenditures made with fake money, ultimately validated by the BIS.

As retail commercial banks are administered by central banks, they are also cleared by Clearing Rooms.

It is at this fourth level that we find the BIS, which has the advantage of being cleared by no one known !

And since the system cannot working in a competitive market, the major banks are grouped together in
Federations controlled by the FED.

This inter-bank market, as a consequence of the tacit and illegal agreement of the main actors, should be
reduced to its minimum, but it not the case.

In fact it’s a tool for laundering a currency coming from nowhere.

Now we know who is embezzling funds,
laundering accounts and financing wars.
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9 – About loans, the tool of the crime 

This is not the end!

"making money or property available to a trusted third party..."

If you don't believe your banker trusts you,
Then read on, the truth is elsewhere...

During a loan, the banker does not buy money from the Central Bank, nor lend the money of his 
depositors, the money is created virtually by a simple set of accounting entries.

This is scriptural money creation.

As this “money” is a IOU, the among will always be credited to an internal account of the bank and never 
to that of a competitor who, creating its own fake money, could not accept to credit an account just by 
entering a number.

Once the loan is accepted, the bank debits its account and credits the borrower's account by this simple set
of entries.  The borrower then proceeds with the expenditure and the money starts  to  circulate in the
economy before any repayment and any real work.

The both strategic objectives are then achieved:

1. Impose and distribute a worthless currency in counterpart of a real work

2. By the complete and immediate payment of the amount of the loan, “the system” finances the 
interests of the last loan, thus creating an infinite need until its explosion.
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Each opening loan temporarily enriches the borrower and temporarily impoverishes the bank.
As the loan is repaid, the bank will destroy it on its account, by a set of entries, the part of the capital
returned, reducing its impoverishment, but also the monetary mass.

It’s the monetary destruction.

At each maturity date, it will receive part of the loan repayment, starting with the interest…

At the end of the loan, the issuing bank completely erases its impoverishment, by monetary destruction, 
and becomes richer from the interest on the loans, necessarily covered by the next loan.

Usury, speculation and monetization of expenses, i.e. the 'tolerated' possibility of giving credit even to 
yourself, (not you! the bankers), are the main sources of income for banks.

But, even if a bank can produce as much money as needed by a simple set of writings, how can really get 
rich by using a worthless money, that does not have the confidence of the major players in the economy 
and even less that of its competitors?

Well, thanks to:
• To dematerialized means of payment and the grouping of banks into large Federations, which 

avoids the Inter-bank Marketplace and therefore the use of Central Money,

• To the connivance of the central banks and the clearing rooms which are themselves administered 
by these same retail banks and which artificially increase the wealth of the partner banks,

• To the corruption of political institutions that pass laws of connivance and to public institutions 
that favor the purchase of movable assets by banks and accelerate their preemption in case of 
payment incidents.

• The naivety of citizens who lets criminals commit crimes without understanding !

Thus, rogues, 
become owners

of the lives of millions of families,

without working,

To better control them !
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And as extraordinary as it could sound, this is exactly what has been happening since the banks have been
allowed to create official  money and monetize their  expenses,  with money created from nothing (ex-
nihilo). With a systemic consequence of widespread corruption and inflation.

Today, 90% of the banks around the world depend on the FED.
100% of the monetary mass comes from loans,
which logically represents, excluding interest,

the amount of outstanding repayments.

It is the loans that make the deposits, not the opposite !

As 100% of the money supply comes from loans,
Money only exists because there are debts !

 Theft by destruction of the monetary mass

• If all the loans are repaid, there is no more money available, bank accounts disappear and the 
economy collapse.

• As bankers charge interest (usury), as the amount of money creation concerns only the capital, but 
as the borrower has to pay back the capital and the interest, the money supply shrinks until it 
disappears, even worse because to satisfy this mechanism, it should be negative !

So borrowers always have to borrow,
and each time a little more.

Economists call that economic growth. 

This  permanent  indebtedness  will  provoke  an  overproduction  necessary  for  the  repayment  of  loans,
without any real counterpart, so there will be more and more defaults of payment, because the capacity of
borrowers to contract new loans depends on the capacity of others to repay them.

The system is self-destructing.

Then, as usual,  after a new 'revolution',  a new system will conveniently emerge,  hiding the previous
crimes, based on a new paradigm that will be supposed to converge a little more towards their 'New World
Order' of disorder. That is, it call that REVOLUTION, back to the starting point.

In conclusion, if you think that you haven't understood,
That mean that you've understood everything.

It's just a worldwide scam.
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List of BIS member,
then FED

in 2023

63 central banks and monetary authorities are currently members of the BIS and have rights of voting and
representation at General Meetings.

Bank of Algeria
Central Bank of Argentina
Reserve Bank of Australia
Central Bank of the Republic of Austria
National Bank of Belgium
Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Central Bank of Brazil
Bulgarian National Bank
Bank of Canada
Central Bank of Chile
People's     Bank of China  
Central Bank of Colombia
Croatian National Bank
Czech National Bank
Danmarks Nationalbank (Denmark)
Bank of Estonia
European Central Bank
Bank of Finland
Bank of France
Deutsche Bundesbank (Germany)
Bank of Greece
Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Magyar Nemzeti Bank (Hungary)
Central Bank of Iceland
Reserve Bank of India
Bank Indonesia
Central Bank of Ireland
Bank of Israel

Bank of Italy
Bank of Japan
Bank of Korea (south)
Central Bank of Kuwait
Bank of Latvia
Bank of Lithuania
Central Bank of Luxembourg
Central Bank of Malaysia
Bank of Mexico
Bank Al-Maghrib (Central Bank of Morocco)
Netherlands Bank
Reserve Bank of New Zealand
National Bank of the Republic of North Macedonia
Central Bank of Norway
Central Reserve Bank of Peru
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (Philippines)
Narodowy Bank Polski (Poland)
Banco de Portugal
National Bank of Romania
Central     Bank of the Russian Federation  
Saudi Central Bank
National Bank of Serbia
Monetary Authority of Singapore
National Bank of Slovakia
Bank of Slovenia
South African Reserve Bank

https://www.bis.org/about/member_cb.htm?m=2601
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10 – About taxes

“Legitimate only if the usefulness of the services rendered by the State is
greater than the sacrifice of the tax burden”
wrote the politician Emile de Girardin.

• According to customary law, the primary justification for taxation
is war.

• A second objective is political in nature to change the
attractiveness of certain operations.

• It is also set up, voluntarily, to allow some taxpayers to support a
project.

In a democracy, the taxpayer is, firstly, a citizen who is invited to participate in the management of public
affairs...A duty that, we the people, have completely forgotten!

He is entitled to demand fiscal transparency in accordance with Article 14 of the Declaration of the 
Human Rights of 1789 :

"All citizens have the right to determine, by themselves or by their representatives, the necessity of public 
contributions, to consent to them freely, to follow their use, and to determine their amount, basis, 
collection and duration.”

However, the back office, smells different.

In an asymmetric (plundering) monetary system, that creates as much money as necessary, and after the
money has been distributed into the territories, the tax becomes the tool for spreading and controlling the
monetary mass to keep the people in a perpetual money race.

It serve to reduce the inflation induced by the concealment of money creation and therefore the increase 
in prices on the domestic markets and thus slow down the increase in exchange rates due to the 
devaluation of the currency.  It is therefore a monetary and not a economic inflation, corresponding to the 
amount of interest remaining to be paid on the credits.

It also serve, as its definition suggests, for political purposes, for example the progressive tax which limits
the  investments  of  the  middle  class  contributors,  while  inciting  them to fraud,  or  even the  taxes  on
inheritances corollary of the abolition of property with the confiscation of property.
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11 – About malfunctions

This system, militarized by Oliver Cromwell and set up with the creation of the Bank of England in 
1694, has many systemic problems of stability, all due to usury, representing one of the great absurdities 
of our time, because no one can ask for compensation for nothing…

It is certainly for this reason that usury was forbidden in many communities and religions, and when it 
was tolerated, was fought by some Leader such as Jules Cesar, Charles Ier, Louis XVI, Napoleon 
Bonaparte, Andrew Jackson, Thomas Jefferson, Abram Lincoln, Abram Garfield, Romanov, King 
O’Malle, Mussolini, Hitler, JFK, Hideki Tojo, Charles De Gaulle, Kadhafi, and many other…

Every time a nation, through the treachery of its leaders, granted the privilege of monetary creation to a 
private bank, it was in great danger.

Every time a nation has been able to set up again a state bank with interest-free, and overcome the 
fighting against the corruption of the previous system, the nation naturally thrives.

However, despite these facts, nowadays, this has never worried the “Monetary Authorities”, whose 
official mission is to improve the stability of the system?!

Are they all idiots or just want to protect a fraudulent system at the expense of the people ?

Anyway, these disruptions, are intentional, to better control the system of perpetual debt slavery and the 
monetization of expenditures for the bankers.

Summary of the main problems of systemic instabilities.

1. Interests destroy the monetary mass, because they are not created with the loan,
2. Interest is therefore payable only by the future loans,

3. Payment incidents logically increase with the increasing of loans,
4. If there are no more loan, it is the shutdown of the economy by extinction of the money supply,

5. If the monetary mass supply goes out, the bank accounts will disappear also,
6. The money creation, paid to the seller at a time of the loan, increases the monetary mass out of 

real work which will be produced during the loan, then increase inflation,

7. At the completion is the opposite…the money supply contract while the work has been done and 
the sums spent on other tasks. Then liquidity, in part of the economy decreases, leading to new 
crises
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Too much is too much !

Since the 18th century, banks and States have been two sides of the same coin,

• Without loans, States cannot collect taxes because there would not be
enough money in circulation,

• Without the States, which pass the laws in collusion, the private bankers
would not be able to keep their privileges and have them enforced by the
justice and law enforcement.

When the system is controlled by amoral people, one of the principles is to make the captive countries 
pay for the inflation resulting from the worthless money creation, hence the build of a fake enemy who 
will always bear the responsibility of secretly organized wars.
This is the Rumsfeld/Cebrowski doctrine applied after 9/11 by the Bush administration.

But this system of plundering, when it has finished looting the people, will explode.

And the more the explosion will be important (war), the more the people will beg their masters to save
them, whatever the cost, but it’s ok, because the price of the  is already very expensive.

The program includes the collapse of democracies, the change of 'human rights' into 'duties of slaves', and
the replacement of 50% of the workers by 'injections' of robots, and in view of the deleterious atmosphere,
we can fear the worst for these workers. These are the NEOM projects,
“coming at a time when the world needs fresh thinking and new solutions”

But, “work against the will of nature is a lost cause" wrote Seneca, so the Hydra, crumbling under years 
of lies, was mortally wounded by the Russian bear, which, having run out of patience, put on the table its 
MHD(*) weapons and more. Weapons(**) that have turned all Western armies into “naked armies” for  the 
next 20 years. “Only geography doesn’t move”, said Napoleon...

YALTA of the thugs and the UN of the disorder are now over !
it’s Vladimir Vladimirovitch Putin, who say, and when a 
Russian speak, the verdict falls, nothing goes anymore, games 
over ! And, with the Africa-North Korea-Syria-Iran-India-China-
South America-Africa-Russia alliance of friendship and
cooperation, this is the final blow, SU57, the black king falls, 
Checkmate !

(*) Dynamic Hydro Magneto, Hypersonic, up to Mach 6.
(**) Micro-drones, microwaves, petawatt laser, nano-technologies bi-temperature plasmas, mimetic materials, antimatter weapons, etc...
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Epilogue

For the some countries, governments are betting on full gold, getting rid of their embarrassing Dollar, and
their corrupt servants, because they are aware that they will have to base their currency on the yellow 
metal to be credible.

And even if, like paper, gold has never fed its man, it will keep the head above water when the BIS burst 
the sovereign debt bubble, which will cause a cataclysm on the FOREX, the currency market.

For the Western peoples, territories and resources are less and less, industries collapse, but chemistry still 
alive, the press is oppressive, rich stay rich, poor poor...

The vessel sinks normally.

However, if, realizing the interest to use brain, people
decide to use it, remains the option of organizing a
thoughtful counter-offensive.

For example, Show of presence,
or collapse the monetary system before them!

It will be enough for everyone to withdraw a little cash
every day, and with luck, we can do it,
just 20% of 3%.

Life or Money !

About the criminals, they can no longer hide their ass in their paradise of NEOM, because the director 
unfortunately lost the keys, which does not change anything, the IA, even Quantum could not stop real 
hypersonic missiles (up to Mach 6 at low altitude).

And because they have managed to turn all of humanity against them, they are condemned to run 
faster than the few men of honor, who inevitably decided to catch up with them...
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Case study, freezing of Russian assets

On April 08, 2022, the European Union, decides to 'freeze' 30 billion euros of Russian assets, then 300 
billion, in November, to redistribute them to Ukraine.

Beyond the political context, we will explain what this means in a technical monetary point of view, to 
finally explain the purpose of the bankers' favorite trick.

The hypothesis is to consider that the assets are in cash (bank accounts, securities, etc...) and in material 
goods (precious metals, buildings, boats, etc...), and that people have been completely short-sighted in not 
repatriating and protecting, everything that could be, since the beginning of the conflict in February…

Regarding cash assets, since bank accounts are only acknowledgments of debts (IOU) on the debit side of
retail banks,

1. The bank will be able to officially increase its capital and therefore its capacity to create virtual 
(scriptural) worthless money, to pay its expenses. It’s the monetization of expenses,

2. The accounts of owners, who no longer own units of account, so no longer being able to access the
banking system, will lose their ability to 'live' in countries that use, exclusively, the Western 
monetary system (less than 15% of the world). Up to them to discover new places for vacations,

3. On the Ukrainian side, in the best case, a bank account will be credited with IOU, for the illusion, 
because it will not matter, as banks have decided since 2015 to give (not loan) to Ukraine for 
strategic reasons, but also economic, all actors knowing the state of bankruptcy of Ukraine.

Regarding real estate assets, unless to physically transfer them to Ukraine, which will be difficult for 
buildings or Yachts to move into warships !?, the both possibilities are as follows :

1. Sell the assets, same case as previously,

2. Seize the goods to the profit of the bankers to increase their patrimony, the Ukraine in this case, 
having no counterpart, what does not have any kind of importance, because we always speak about
a virtual worthless money who are IOU…

In fact, it is a pretext to make people believe that the billions delivered at a loss to Ukraine do not come 
from their taxes but from the money of the “evil Russian” oligarchs.

Bankers meanwhile seized the assets for their own benefit, and money remaining a perpetual chimera.

Just an illusion
Bankers' favorite trick
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	However, involved in other human trafficking adventures, its board of directors, not the judge!? decided to dissolve it and immediately 're-solve' it.
	Today, above the law and taxes, its members, private bankers, have the status of diplomats!?
	and still do anything…
	Responsible, but not guilty, says the absurd sophism
	In fact, not even responsible.
	2 - Origin of the money
	For more than 2.5 million years, humans, social animals, have been organized in groups.
	Contrary to what History teaches us, communities were abundant, non-discriminatory and cooperative.
	The question of leaders naturally arose, because it is necessary for a group to be able
	to centralize actions, and therefore power.
	The honors of power are then balanced by relative poverty.
	No one can become materially rich in the exercise of power.
	Over the time, some families prospered more than others, and minorities emerged.
	In this context, about 10,000 years ago, the first states appeared, density of social and ritual exchanges increased; then the first metallic money will appeared.
	In the first exchanges, it is not the proto-currencies that appear in the form of reference commodities nor animals, nor barter, but the accounting of debts, outside of any physical money.
	Trust is what makes the system work!
	The writings are engraved on tablets stored near the markets.
	Each product and service is valued according to a predefined scale.
	School and writing were born, but also metrology to measure,
	and judges to arbitrate conflicts.
	Around 6000 B.C., many clay tablets, modifiable as long as they are wet, were discovered in Mesopotamia, among the Sumerians.
	The sustainability of the system is then based on 3 pillars
	1. The choice of fair criteria to define the scale and value of products and services,
	2. Purchases and sales are the result of real and useful work based on the use of raw materials and energy,
	3. Money does not have a reserve function, it cannot be a product that is stored or with which one speculates or gets rich through usury.
	Wealth belongs to those who create it,
	it is not possible to access it without work,
	it is a real economy based on confidence
	But times are 'modernizing',
	and imbalances are redrawn.
	3 – World Disorder
	Two tactics one strategy
	About 700 years BC, the precious metals, gold, silver, bronze and copper are clothed with a strong symbolism and are tools of confidence in the internationals exchanges.
	To increase his wealth, King Giges of Lydia, decide to create his own money.
	The first coins appear
	Then, the coins will contain less and less precious metal.
	Trimming is the first metrological modification.
	Then multi-metalism appears, the money mass increase without counterpart of real work, and because the market value of a currency is inversely proportional to its money mass, inflation too.
	Money becomes a commodity,
	Each caste tries to impose its own,
	the desire to get richer increases
	Money will then replace the accounting of debts as soon as people have accumulated enough money to
	lend...with interests.
	Usury loan appears
	Two tactics are used...
	Trivial tactics
	Before the departure of the soldiers for the wars of conquest the ruling caste paid them with the new money,
	To obtain food and equipment, the soldiers impose this money,
	The territories conquered, taxes are created, payable in the new money,
	As everyone must have this new money for the payment of taxes, under penalty, the money is accepted by all and spreads rapidly.
	The ruling caste can thus buy goods and services without working, make its own money, while recovering part of it through taxes, and thus keep the people in a perpetual race for money, which will soon become, in an inversion of the life, the need to satisfy vital needs.
	Thus were built empires...
	Goldsmiths' tactics
	The Middle Ages began at the end of the 5th century with the departure of Romulus Augustus, the last Western Roman emperor. Large territories had to be reconquered.
	The establishment of new powerful states favors the development of trade, mainly financed by the Venetians, Lombards (Italy), Sephardic (Iberian) and Ashkenazi Jews from the Ottoman Empire, whom lead international companies.
	At the end of the 15th century, it's the Renaissance, the financiers(*) of the 'Great Discoveries' of the end of the Middle Ages have considerably developed their fortune by plundering the gold of the “New World” and impose it as an international currency (as a currency not as a Standard).
	They became the financiers of the great princes.
	(*) They will regroup from 1694 in the sovereign state of the City, the same year as the creation of the Bank of England, then in Wall Street in 1792, 5 months after the creation of the Bank of New York which will become in 1913 the FED.
	1598, it is the end of the religious wars and the Renaissance.
	After 40 years of bloodshed that spared no country in Western Europe, France recover peace with the Edict of Nantes.
	With the peace, the trade develops quickly again, the gold becomes very appreciated.
	In the 17th century, faced with the risks of transporting precious metals for trade, the merchants of London and Stockholm entrusted them to the Goldsmiths, traders in precious metals, in exchange for a certificate of deposit in their name, allowing them to recover the goods at any time in exchange for payment of a sum for the service rendered.
	Noting that merchants were leaving their precious metals in their vaults, the Goldsmiths decided to use them to develop their own trade, and rather than lend these precious metals to merchants wishing to expand, they issued false, non-nominative paper certificates (banknotes).
	Merchants are getting used to using this payment in their exchanges.
	When the merchants repay the debt, they return the certificates which are destroyed by the Goldsmiths, monetary destruction, and pay an interest, the usury.
	The goldsmiths then printed more certificates than precious metals entrusted to them, creating money from nothing, being able to enrich themselves by the loans granted, but also by the use of this new means, which they made themselves, for their personal expenses, the monetization of expenses.
	As long as the borrowers and depositors do not come
	at the same time, request the exchange of the certificates,
	the trick can continue(*).
	Goldsmiths become the first bankers, after the trial of the Roman Empire (of Rome), the first banknotes are used, they can thus, without working, plunder a real job in exchange of a worthless piece of paper.
	In 1609, the Bank of Amsterdam is created by the dominant bankers, prefiguring the central banks.
	Its receipts circulate in the trade as a bank money...ex-nihilo and worthless.
	Nowadays the gold of the goldsmiths are the banknotes,
	their receipts, the scriptural money
	Thus were built empires.
	(*) nowadays banks have only 3%, at most, of central money.
	As a result
	With more and more wealth, bankers buy less and as money has a reserve value, it is stored.
	Large volumes of money are no longer available to finance the real economy, in favor of a virtual economy of speculation and wear and tear.
	Sectoral inflation increases as a result of the decrease in money supply and the relative increase in real demand, “bubbles” are created and implode due to lack of liquidity, the primary cause of financial crisis.
	So the 'modernization' of the economy continues,
	new connivance laws are passed, by bankers, for bankers,
	to delay a bit more the inevitable implosion of the system
	Hiding crimes, in a chaos.
	In February 1637, in the Netherlands, after many years of speculation, the price of tulip bulbs collapsed, causing the first financial crisis and the ruin of many actors
	and the wealth of others...
	Then, 1720, 1788, 1792, 1797, 1819, 1825, 1836, 1847, 1857, 1866, 1873, 1882, 1890, 1893, 1907, 1929 (last crisis with fixed reference currency), 1973, 1974, 1979 1998, 2000, 2008, etc...2022?
	4 - Bombshell
	July 1694, a new page of gangsterism is turned
	On 27 July 1694, the Bank of England was founded by a group of private merchants from the City, controlled by the Bauer Family better known under the false name Rothschild, who, for having lent £1,200,000 to King William III of Orange (*) , obtained in exchange the monopoly to create the Kingdom's currency.
	The sovereign state of the City was proclaimed in 1984,
	followed by Washington DC (1791) and the Vatican (1929).
	The Bank of England becomes the first central bank
	allowed to create a legal tender.
	In the 18th century, during the Western revolutions, a new political order was established.
	It was based on the parliamentary representative system, in order to be able to better assault the political power.
	The great privatization of public assets has begun!
	The bankers, having taken over the nations,
	Opened central banks as needed..
	They are granted through corruption and malice,
	the monopoly of money creation
	and lending to states.
	(*) William III of Orange, House of Orange, belonged to the League of Augsburg and was King of England in 1689. Today, Orangemen are found in the top political circle in Canada.
	5 – About Money
	There are 2 types of money, the legal money,
	Bills and coins created on the order of a State by a national bank, for the benefit of a public economy, necessarily a nationalized bank.
	By mistake or deception, economists speak of “Central Money”.
	scriptural money,(the previous one is call “legal” so this is illegal),
	Created by a retail bank when lending (99%) or by a private central bank (1%). It is a simple set of entries in an accounting system.
	It is called money, but cannot be a money, based on articles L111-1, L121-2, L121-3. L141-5 of the french monetary law, for example, because is an acknowledgments of debt, a IOU.
	In the Western monetary system, the scriptural money is a gigantic spoliation of communities forced to exchange real work for NOTHING!
	This money is illegal and Illegitimate, because against the public interest of the republic (Res Publica), it is nevertheless still 'tolerated' by the Governments of connivance. It is an expansionist currency.
	However, whatever the illegitimate laws to control communities by debt, the banks will always be mechanically obliged to possess assets at least equal to the potential competing 'cash' withdrawals.
	But, as legal money represents, at most 1% of the banks' assets, and all the banks are linked through Inter-Bank Market, they are all in a situation of bankruptcy, none of them being able to withstand a wave of withdrawals, despite the idealistic propaganda of the rating agencies.
	And if we decided to withdraw cash at the same time, the whole banking system would collapse in a few days.
	Unable to print new money in the emergency,
	the banks will declare themselves bankrupt,
	there will be a moratorium on debts.
	As accounts are just promises of repayment,
	they will disappear, as well as loans, provoking a salvation revolt.
	Regularly, to avoid the premature explosion of an unstable and voluntarily disruptive system, thousands of billions of dollars must be injected in emergency.
	Then, like Lehman Brothers, some financial institutions will be sacrificed (not the bankers) on the altar of unabashed money creation, so that the rogue Governments, authorize the Central Banks to produce the necessary sums, and never sufficient, to bail out the Banker Brothers.
	T he debit of those new loans, thus registered on the account of the people, brutal austerity measures will be adopted to make the citizens pay for their criminality.
	And if the Governments initiate Guarantee Funds, that are totally undervalued and do not correspond to any reality, it is to better conceal their high betrayal.
	Today, nobody believes in a fiduciary currency anymore, it is a coercive currency, which is used to pay taxes for fear of reprisals.
	But from whom ?
	Bankers ? Not strong enough, too slow, too stupid
	Ministerial officers ? Too fat, too stupid!
	The army ? Too weak
	then whom ???
	The Police, holder of the “legitimate violence”, at the orders of a rogue State(*), becoming illegitimate violence.
	“Si les policiers n'étaient pas bêtes, ils ne seraient pas des policiers.” Charles De Gaulle said.
	Since the XXth century, we have been subjected to the takeover of all vital and strategic companies with fake money
	And the criminal complicity of States and many public institutions.
	It is a real war declaration to the people, by taking control of vital public assets for the benefit of few private bankers !
	(*) we can also mention the Mass Media, as dangerous for brains.
	6 – About bank accounts
	Bank accounts are characterized by a number of ‘account units’.
	They are not money, but an promise of repayment (IOU) from the bank to its client, which could be non-refundable because banks are private companies..
	If they are called, euro, dollars or other, it is only to indicate the conversion unit and to conceal the appropriation of real work in exchange of a promise to pay...
	It is only when a debit is made that these units of account are converted into currency.
	When a customer makes a cash withdrawal, the bills are taken from the bank's stock and as legal money is part of its assets, this impoverishes it.
	On the other hand, when a deposit is made, the bank credits the account with the corresponding units of account, i.e., enters this acknowledgment of debt to the credit of its client's account, the bank thus becomes the owner of the banknotes, which enriches it by increasing its assets.
	And because the “client” gives part of his works through money to the bank, he is not a “client” but a Supplier!
	During a transaction, there are 3 cases:
	1. If the bank of the buyer belongs to the same Group as the seller's bank, it debits and credits the accounts by a simple set of entries,
	2. If the buyer's bank does not belong to the same Group, but to the same Federation, it will ask to be paid from the account of its pseudo-competitor, opened at the central bank of the Federation, by also a simple set of entries. Equivalent to the first case, but more discreet.
	3. Otherwise, because the seller's bank knows that its competitor, like it, is selling noting else than an IOU, it will ask to be paid directly from its competitor's account, necessarily opened in a central bank, which has the assets.
	In any case, after 2.5 exchanges the money will be recaptured by the bankers.
	7 – About central banks
	It’s the smoke gun of the system, The BIG LIE !
	It is also the cornerstone of the programmed destruction of states in favor of global governance.
	In democracies, banks are logically nationalized, because they hold the currency of a nation, in the exclusive service of the functioning of its economy.
	However, in the Western "democracies", the private central banks have always replaced the National Banks.
	Historically, they were defined so that "virtuous" private bankers would prevent the States, which were decreed, by themselves, irresponsible, from spending taxpayers' money without measure.
	In fact, central banks were created by the retail banks. They are governed, for most of them, by the private Federal Reserve of America (FED), and operated by the also privately BIS, which was created, as we have seen, by the FED, the ReichsBank/DeutscheBank, the Bank of England, and the Bank of France.
	In summarize, banks that have been created by others, who themselves are at the origin of the previous ones!? That's why they all share the same legal form “sui generis”, literally, which has its own kind, a type that cannot be compared to anything else, in short words , a type without type .
	Welcome into the empire of lie
	And because States pass collusion laws, the central banks (or the rogue state) give the illusion that it is the State that creates the money of the nation, whereas it is the retail banks that hold this privilege 100%, with the loans.
	Central banks create less than 1% of the monetary mass, the “legal” tender.
	Notwithstanding the out-of-control, Vatican bank, 6 central banks are controlled by the FED (or vice versa), Bank of England, ECB, Bank of Japan, Swiss National Bank, Bank of Canada, Bank of New Zealand, representing 99% of commercial offer.
	One bank for trafficking
	and the other for businesses.
	8 – About clearing rooms
	It goes on and on...
	Because retail banks use a worthless and illegal currency (IOU), they trade with each other via their account containing the real assets, opened in central banks, it is the inter-bank marketplace.
	At the end of each day, a balance sheet of the exchanges is drawn up by discreet banks, the clearing rooms, or money launderers room in French.
	The public discovered one of them with the “Clearstream” scandal of the eponymous bank.
	Technically, rather strategically, the clearing houses, regularize and extort.
	In fact, they re-balance the accounts of commercial banks by adding fictitious assets in counterpart of expenditures made with fake money, ultimately validated by the BIS.
	As retail commercial banks are administered by central banks, they are also cleared by Clearing Rooms.
	It is at this fourth level that we find the BIS, which has the advantage of being cleared by no one known !
	And since the system cannot working in a competitive market, the major banks are grouped together in Federations controlled by the FED.
	This inter-bank market, as a consequence of the tacit and illegal agreement of the main actors, should be reduced to its minimum, but it not the case.
	In fact it’s a tool for laundering a currency coming from nowhere.
	Now we know who is embezzling funds, laundering accounts and financing wars.
	9 – About loans, the tool of the crime
	This is not the end!
	"making money or property available to a trusted third party..."
	If you don't believe your banker trusts you,
	Then read on, the truth is elsewhere...
	During a loan, the banker does not buy money from the Central Bank, nor lend the money of his depositors, the money is created virtually by a simple set of accounting entries.
	This is scriptural money creation.
	As this “money” is a IOU, the among will always be credited to an internal account of the bank and never to that of a competitor who, creating its own fake money, could not accept to credit an account just by entering a number.
	Once the loan is accepted, the bank debits its account and credits the borrower's account by this simple set of entries. The borrower then proceeds with the expenditure and the money starts to circulate in the economy before any repayment and any real work.
	The both strategic objectives are then achieved:
	1. Impose and distribute a worthless currency in counterpart of a real work
	2. By the complete and immediate payment of the amount of the loan, “the system” finances the interests of the last loan, thus creating an infinite need until its explosion.
	Each opening loan temporarily enriches the borrower and temporarily impoverishes the bank.
	As the loan is repaid, the bank will destroy it on its account, by a set of entries, the part of the capital
	returned, reducing its impoverishment, but also the monetary mass.
	It’s the monetary destruction.
	At each maturity date, it will receive part of the loan repayment, starting with the interest…
	At the end of the loan, the issuing bank completely erases its impoverishment, by monetary destruction, and becomes richer from the interest on the loans, necessarily covered by the next loan.
	Usury, speculation and monetization of expenses, i.e. the 'tolerated' possibility of giving credit even to yourself, (not you! the bankers), are the main sources of income for banks.
	But, even if a bank can produce as much money as needed by a simple set of writings, how can really get rich by using a worthless money, that does not have the confidence of the major players in the economy and even less that of its competitors?
	Well, thanks to:
	To dematerialized means of payment and the grouping of banks into large Federations, which avoids the Inter-bank Marketplace and therefore the use of Central Money,
	To the connivance of the central banks and the clearing rooms which are themselves administered by these same retail banks and which artificially increase the wealth of the partner banks,
	To the corruption of political institutions that pass laws of connivance and to public institutions that favor the purchase of movable assets by banks and accelerate their preemption in case of payment incidents.
	The naivety of citizens who lets criminals commit crimes without understanding !
	Thus, rogues,
	become owners
	of the lives of millions of families,
	without working,
	To better control them !
	And as extraordinary as it could sound, this is exactly what has been happening since the banks have been allowed to create official money and monetize their expenses, with money created from nothing (ex-nihilo). With a systemic consequence of widespread corruption and inflation.
	Today, 90% of the banks around the world depend on the FED.
	100% of the monetary mass comes from loans,
	which logically represents, excluding interest,
	the amount of outstanding repayments.
	It is the loans that make the deposits, not the opposite !
	As 100% of the money supply comes from loans,
	Money only exists because there are debts !
	Theft by destruction of the monetary mass
	If all the loans are repaid, there is no more money available, bank accounts disappear and the economy collapse.
	As bankers charge interest (usury), as the amount of money creation concerns only the capital, but as the borrower has to pay back the capital and the interest, the money supply shrinks until it disappears, even worse because to satisfy this mechanism, it should be negative !
	So borrowers always have to borrow,
	and each time a little more.
	Economists call that economic growth.
	This permanent indebtedness will provoke an overproduction necessary for the repayment of loans, without any real counterpart, so there will be more and more defaults of payment, because the capacity of borrowers to contract new loans depends on the capacity of others to repay them.
	The system is self-destructing.
	Then, as usual, after a new 'revolution', a new system will conveniently emerge, hiding the previous crimes, based on a new paradigm that will be supposed to converge a little more towards their 'New World Order' of disorder. That is, it call that REVOLUTION, back to the starting point.
	In conclusion, if you think that you haven't understood,
	That mean that you've understood everything.
	It's just a worldwide scam.
	List of BIS member,
	then FED
	in 2023
	63 central banks and monetary authorities are currently members of the BIS and have rights of voting and representation at General Meetings.
	Bank of Algeria
	Central Bank of Argentina
	Reserve Bank of Australia
	Central Bank of the Republic of Austria
	National Bank of Belgium
	Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina
	Central Bank of Brazil
	Bulgarian National Bank
	Bank of Canada
	Central Bank of Chile
	People's Bank of China
	Central Bank of Colombia
	Croatian National Bank
	Czech National Bank
	Danmarks Nationalbank (Denmark)
	Bank of Estonia
	European Central Bank
	Bank of Finland
	Bank of France
	Deutsche Bundesbank (Germany)
	Bank of Greece
	Hong Kong Monetary Authority
	Magyar Nemzeti Bank (Hungary)
	Central Bank of Iceland
	Reserve Bank of India
	Bank Indonesia
	Central Bank of Ireland
	Bank of Israel
	Bank of Italy
	Bank of Japan
	Bank of Korea (south)
	Central Bank of Kuwait
	Bank of Latvia
	Bank of Lithuania
	Central Bank of Luxembourg
	Central Bank of Malaysia
	Bank of Mexico
	Bank Al-Maghrib (Central Bank of Morocco)
	Netherlands Bank
	Reserve Bank of New Zealand
	National Bank of the Republic of North Macedonia
	Central Bank of Norway
	Central Reserve Bank of Peru
	Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (Philippines)
	Narodowy Bank Polski (Poland)
	Banco de Portugal
	National Bank of Romania
	Central Bank of the Russian Federation
	Saudi Central Bank
	National Bank of Serbia
	Monetary Authority of Singapore
	National Bank of Slovakia
	Bank of Slovenia
	South African Reserve Bank
	https://www.bis.org/about/member_cb.htm?m=2601
	10 – About taxes
	“Legitimate only if the usefulness of the services rendered by the State is greater than the sacrifice of the tax burden”
	wrote the politician Emile de Girardin.
	According to customary law, the primary justification for taxation is war.
	A second objective is political in nature to change the attractiveness of certain operations.
	It is also set up, voluntarily, to allow some taxpayers to support a project.
	In a democracy, the taxpayer is, firstly, a citizen who is invited to participate in the management of public affairs...A duty that, we the people, have completely forgotten!
	He is entitled to demand fiscal transparency in accordance with Article 14 of the Declaration of the Human Rights of 1789 :
	"All citizens have the right to determine, by themselves or by their representatives, the necessity of public contributions, to consent to them freely, to follow their use, and to determine their amount, basis, collection and duration.”
	However, the back office, smells different.
	In an asymmetric (plundering) monetary system, that creates as much money as necessary, and after the money has been distributed into the territories, the tax becomes the tool for spreading and controlling the monetary mass to keep the people in a perpetual money race.
	It serve to reduce the inflation induced by the concealment of money creation and therefore the increase in prices on the domestic markets and thus slow down the increase in exchange rates due to the devaluation of the currency. It is therefore a monetary and not a economic inflation, corresponding to the amount of interest remaining to be paid on the credits.
	It also serve, as its definition suggests, for political purposes, for example the progressive tax which limits the investments of the middle class contributors, while inciting them to fraud, or even the taxes on inheritances corollary of the abolition of property with the confiscation of property.
	11 – About malfunctions
	This system, militarized by Oliver Cromwell and set up with the creation of the Bank of England in 1694, has many systemic problems of stability, all due to usury, representing one of the great absurdities of our time, because no one can ask for compensation for nothing…
	It is certainly for this reason that usury was forbidden in many communities and religions, and when it was tolerated, was fought by some Leader such as Jules Cesar, Charles Ier, Louis XVI, Napoleon Bonaparte, Andrew Jackson, Thomas Jefferson, Abram Lincoln, Abram Garfield, Romanov, King O’Malle, Mussolini, Hitler, JFK, Hideki Tojo, Charles De Gaulle, Kadhafi, and many other…
	Every time a nation, through the treachery of its leaders, granted the privilege of monetary creation to a private bank, it was in great danger.
	Every time a nation has been able to set up again a state bank with interest-free, and overcome the fighting against the corruption of the previous system, the nation naturally thrives.
	However, despite these facts, nowadays, this has never worried the “Monetary Authorities”, whose official mission is to improve the stability of the system?!
	Are they all idiots or just want to protect a fraudulent system at the expense of the people ?
	Anyway, these disruptions, are intentional, to better control the system of perpetual debt slavery and the monetization of expenditures for the bankers.
	Summary of the main problems of systemic instabilities.
	1. Interests destroy the monetary mass, because they are not created with the loan,
	2. Interest is therefore payable only by the future loans,
	3. Payment incidents logically increase with the increasing of loans,
	4. If there are no more loan, it is the shutdown of the economy by extinction of the money supply,
	5. If the monetary mass supply goes out, the bank accounts will disappear also,
	6. The money creation, paid to the seller at a time of the loan, increases the monetary mass out of real work which will be produced during the loan, then increase inflation,
	7. At the completion is the opposite…the money supply contract while the work has been done and the sums spent on other tasks. Then liquidity, in part of the economy decreases, leading to new crises
	Too much is too much !
	Since the 18th century, banks and States have been two sides of the same coin,
	Without loans, States cannot collect taxes because there would not be enough money in circulation,
	Without the States, which pass the laws in collusion, the private bankers would not be able to keep their privileges and have them enforced by the justice and law enforcement.
	When the system is controlled by amoral people, one of the principles is to make the captive countries pay for the inflation resulting from the worthless money creation, hence the build of a fake enemy who will always bear the responsibility of secretly organized wars.
	This is the Rumsfeld/Cebrowski doctrine applied after 9/11 by the Bush administration.
	But this system of plundering, when it has finished looting the people, will explode.
	And the more the explosion will be important (war), the more the people will beg their masters to save them, whatever the cost, but it’s ok, because the price of the is already very expensive.
	The program includes the collapse of democracies, the change of 'human rights' into 'duties of slaves', and the replacement of 50% of the workers by 'injections' of robots, and in view of the deleterious atmosphere, we can fear the worst for these workers. These are the NEOM projects,
	“coming at a time when the world needs fresh thinking and new solutions”
	But, “work against the will of nature is a lost cause" wrote Seneca, so the Hydra, crumbling under years of lies, was mortally wounded by the Russian bear, which, having run out of patience, put on the table its MHD(*) weapons and more. Weapons(**) that have turned all Western armies into “naked armies” for  the next 20 years. “Only geography doesn’t move”, said Napoleon...
	YALTA of the thugs and the UN of the disorder are now over ! it’s Vladimir Vladimirovitch Putin, who say, and when a Russian speak, the verdict falls, nothing goes anymore, games over ! And, with the Africa-North Korea-Syria-Iran-India-China-South America-Africa-Russia alliance of friendship and cooperation, this is the final blow, SU57, the black king falls, Checkmate !
	(*) Dynamic Hydro Magneto, Hypersonic, up to Mach 6.
	(**) Micro-drones, microwaves, petawatt laser, nano-technologies bi-temperature plasmas, mimetic materials, antimatter weapons, etc...
	Epilogue
	For the some countries, governments are betting on full gold, getting rid of their embarrassing Dollar, and their corrupt servants, because they are aware that they will have to base their currency on the yellow metal to be credible.
	And even if, like paper, gold has never fed its man, it will keep the head above water when the BIS burst the sovereign debt bubble, which will cause a cataclysm on the FOREX, the currency market.
	For the Western peoples, territories and resources are less and less, industries collapse, but chemistry still alive, the press is oppressive, rich stay rich, poor poor...
	The vessel sinks normally.
	However, if, realizing the interest to use brain, people decide to use it, remains the option of organizing a thoughtful counter-offensive.
	For example, Show of presence, or collapse the monetary system before them!
	It will be enough for everyone to withdraw a little cash every day, and with luck, we can do it,
	just 20% of 3%.
	Life or Money !
	About the criminals, they can no longer hide their ass in their paradise of NEOM, because the director unfortunately lost the keys, which does not change anything, the IA, even Quantum could not stop real hypersonic missiles (up to Mach 6 at low altitude).
	And because they have managed to turn all of humanity against them, they are condemned to run faster than the few men of honor, who inevitably decided to catch up with them...
	Case study, freezing of Russian assets
	On April 08, 2022, the European Union, decides to 'freeze' 30 billion euros of Russian assets, then 300 billion, in November, to redistribute them to Ukraine.
	Beyond the political context, we will explain what this means in a technical monetary point of view, to finally explain the purpose of the bankers' favorite trick.
	The hypothesis is to consider that the assets are in cash (bank accounts, securities, etc...) and in material goods (precious metals, buildings, boats, etc...), and that people have been completely short-sighted in not repatriating and protecting, everything that could be, since the beginning of the conflict in February…
	Regarding cash assets, since bank accounts are only acknowledgments of debts (IOU) on the debit side of retail banks,
	1. The bank will be able to officially increase its capital and therefore its capacity to create virtual (scriptural) worthless money, to pay its expenses. It’s the monetization of expenses,
	2. The accounts of owners, who no longer own units of account, so no longer being able to access the banking system, will lose their ability to 'live' in countries that use, exclusively, the Western monetary system (less than 15% of the world). Up to them to discover new places for vacations,
	3. On the Ukrainian side, in the best case, a bank account will be credited with IOU, for the illusion, because it will not matter, as banks have decided since 2015 to give (not loan) to Ukraine for strategic reasons, but also economic, all actors knowing the state of bankruptcy of Ukraine.
	Regarding real estate assets, unless to physically transfer them to Ukraine, which will be difficult for buildings or Yachts to move into warships !?, the both possibilities are as follows :
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